DevOps Engineer (m/f/d)
immediate start | full time | in Stuttgart
WHO WE ARE:
We are internetstores – the leading specialist for bike and outdoor products in Europe. Founded in 2003, we are today among the
biggest and most profitable e-commerce companies, with more than 40 online shops, more than 2 million page views per day and an
unparalleled product selection. We are fahrrad.de, Bikester, Brügelmann, CAMPZ and Addnature and we have only one goal: offering
our clients from 16 different countries every day quality products and latest trends for the best prices as well as an excellent shopping
experience!
You want to be part of this success story and work behind the scenes of an international online retailer to promote our growth? Apply
online - more than 550 colleagues in Stuttgart, Esslingen, Berlin, Lyon and Stockholm look forward to meeting you!
WHAT IT IS ABOUT:
As part of our DevOps team you will help to push Linux servers to the limit. We use multiple technologies to deliver high-availability and
high-performance services. At internetstores we’re self-hosting hundreds of clusters located on thousands of virtual servers. Together
with the rest of our motivated and highly skilled team, you will cover full spectrum: managing infrastructure, private cloud, virtualization,
networking, provisioning, automation, micro services etc. Your tasks will be maintaining, monitoring and optimizing existing and new
solutions.
WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:


You perform maintenance measures and supervise our high-performing Linux-based online shop system



You optimize our server infrastructure



You care for maintenance and expansion of our automated environment



You configure our Private Cloud



You directly communicate with the developers to find the best solutions



You provide Level 2 and Level 3 support

WHAT YOU NEED:


2+ years experience with Linux servers



Knowledge of Ruby or another scripting language



Be familiar with Chef or another automation software



Upper intermediate English to work within our international team



Experience in maintaining High-Availability websites and clusters



Experience with nginx/ apache/ tomcat/ php-fpm



Experience with XEN/ KVM or other virtualization



Experience with SQL/ NoSQL databases



Experience with Cloudstack/ Openstack or other cloud solution is a plus

WHAT TO EXPECT:
An exciting job in a fast growing company in the heart of Stuttgart. We offer you a job with responsibility and creative leeway, employee
discounts on our full product range, bike leasing, corporate benefits and amazing, international colleagues in all departments.
YOUR CONTACT:
Larissa Häfner, HR Manager | Friedrichstraße 6, 70174 Stuttgart | (+49) 0711/93305-148 | noobs@internetstores.de | internetstores.de

